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nascar national series news & notes - darlington raceway
Illustration by Elizabeth Brockway/The Daily BeastYou’re sitting on your couch on a Saturday afternoon and you read an article on your iPad about an intriguing Bolivian brandy. You think: I’d like to

abma notes of computer engineering
Senior engineering students at McMaster University usually ring in the end of their graduating year with a faculty-wide capstone project expo, the product of at least eight months of work. For the

why isn’t there a better way to buy booze online?
While the urge to create visual art is ancient, and materials like paints and charcoal have remained a staple in artists' toolboxes for tens of thousands of years, scientific innovations have given

mcmaster engineering students showcase inventions in first-ever virtual expo
Modern phishing simulation platforms are great … but they don’t deliver all the capabilities that we need to train our users.

laser paintbrush creates works of art on titanium
Several new developments of recent months point toward the city's continued growth, explains Roy Munin, CEO and co-founder of Made in JLM.

the american view: why the scam calls need to come from inside the house
SHELDON—A trio of Sheldon High School students have a can-do attitude when it comes to using technology to make recycling easier.

jerusalem day: israel's budding tech hub
Micro Safari, by a Tucson entrepreneur, gives an upclose look at 30 soil-dwelling species with a microscope that clips on to a cell phone.

sheldon pupils make can-counting program
The ransomware attack on the East Coast's biggest fuel pipeline could ripple across the economy for months, experts say, even if fuel starts flowing again soon. Panic buying is already pushing up

tucson tech: new twist on ant farm wins pitch at ideafunding event
Many people have never heard of 'digital accessibility services.' The team behind a new Silicon Valley startup believes that will soon change.

the gas pipeline hack could mess with your vacation
A tenured computer engineering professor at the University of Florida is resigning amid a lengthy investigation into his graduate student’s suicide.

these ex-oracle execs are democratizing the web for millions of overlooked users
About 1,000 rivers worldwide contribute to the vast majority of plastic pollution flowing into the oceans. This actually means the issue can easily be solved.

university of florida professor resigns amid investigations into student’s suicide
And whatever the potential fix might be, it's likely not going to be pretty nor easy to fix, as we saw with the original Spectre vulnerability.

only 1% of global rivers contribute 80% of riverine plastic pollution to oceans
On Monday, the 71-year-old chairman of Bansal Classes passed away after a long battle with muscular dystrophy.

new spectre chip security vulnerability found that leaves billions of pcs still defenseless
Due to COVID-19, staff in Undergraduate Admissions had to rely more on virtual presentations, so they overhauled their PowerPoint decks, replacing photo collages of Duke University Chapel, Abele Quad

‘bhishma pitamah’ of kota, he worked till end on maths for students
Andrew Challenger said initial unemployment claims are coming down and hiring is moving up with an anticipation of a huge spike in demand this summer and into the fourth quarter.

how to host an accessible online gathering or meeting
About 90% of data is unstructured, and most of it comes from a plethora of sources such as emails, text files, pictures, videos, news, etc

column: placement firm, governors state, say class of 2021 has reason for optimism and concern in job market
Munich-based StudySmarter, which makes digital tools to help learners of all ages swat up -- styling itself as a 'lifelong learning platform' -- has closed a $15 million Series A. New York-based Left

everything you need to know about unstructured data
If you're still mining your data for insight, you could be losing out. Reverse the process with decision intelligence and your decisions won't just be smarter, they'll be directly on target. Here's

studysmarter books $15m for a global 'personalized learning' push
BEARDEN Groups focus on future of Sutherland Avenue John Shearer, Shopper News Whether buzzing down Sutherland Avenue in an automobile or studying it from the side

how decision intelligence can seriously boost your bi game
LINE OF DUTY superintendent Ian Buckells appeared to be cleared of any wrongdoing in the penultimate episode of season six but could he in fact be the "fourth man" in the corrupt office group known as

shopper blog: groups focus on future of sutherland avenue
If one were to enter room D14 at Mahan Hall, perhaps an aspiring student would be humbled by the setting. What was once a relatively spacious storage

ian buckells exposed as h as link with line of duty's patricia carmichael unveiled?
The associate professor of civil engineering technology at Rochester Institute of Technology was prepared when she moved her Structural Dynamics course, required course by fourth- and fifth-year

capstone team receives 2021 clark award for robotics research on projects day
Trump’s ambitions with Iran were also grand. He scrapped Barack Obama’s nuclear deal, claiming that it was too weak and wouldn’t keep Iran from developing nuclear weapons. In its place, Trump imposed

civil engineering technology students and faculty thrive in hybrid classroom environment
Occupational technical skills and safety training facility Murray & Roberts Training Academy (MRTA) has invested in a series of additions and upgrades to further ensure that learners are better

the iran question
Mouser Electronics is proud to announce its continued sponsorship of FIRST® Robotics Competition, which inspires innovation and fosters well-rounded life capabilities in thousands of young people

academy’s upgrades embrace industry 4.0 approach
These brainy kids who choose to pursue their dreams in arts, music or business, often disappoint their families and peers. Typically, very few Kenyan parents would sell their precious parcels of land

mouser electronics empowers next generation of engineers by sponsoring first robotics competition for youth
Debora Hammond'sThe Science of Synthesisexplores the development of general systems theory and the individuals who gathered together around that idea to

five brainy kenyan celebrities who followed their dreams
FSU’s MagLab director named member of the National Academy of Sciences. The director of the Florida State University-headquartered National High Magnetic Field Laboratory has be

the science of synthesis: exploring the social implications of general systems theory
How drivers are found to make last-mile deliveries; imports continue to surge; supply chain companies celebrate Earth Day by sharing their sustainable initiatives.

campus notes: fsu’s maglab director greg boebinger named to national academy of sciences
To say that the Claire Trevor School of the Arts professor Mari Kimura is one-of-a-kind is an understatement. An award-winning composer, violinist and instrumentalist, Kimura’s innovative approach

the logistics matters podcast: aaron hageman of delivery drivers inc. on last-mile deliveries | season 2 episode 16
Founder and Managing Partner Fabrice Sergent, Co-Founder and Managing Partner Bandsintown Bandsintown is a global hub of live music that connects 60 million registered users with 540,000 artists from

the magnitude of mari kimura: prolific composer and academic
NSF report sheds light on current landscape of participation levels of underrepresented groups in science education and employment

10 entertainment tech innovators to watch create solutions on global scale
The country’s cyber forces have raked in billions of dollars for the regime by pulling off schemes ranging from A.T.M. heists to cryptocurrency thefts. Can they be stopped?

are women and minorities well represented in stem?
Not so Electronic Arts' and Visceral's Dead Space 2, ten years old this year and rightly regarded as one of the finest sequels of its generation. Having survived the many trials and dangers of the

the incredible rise of north korea’s hacking army
Knoxville Bar Association and Legal Aid of East Tennessee offer Phone-in Free Legal Advice Clinic on May 12. Due to the continuing concerns for gathering in person, the Knoxville

dissecting dead space 2's most memorable level
Michale Fee has been named head of the MIT Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences by School of Science Dean Nergis Mavalvala.

knoxville biz ticker: knoxville bar association and legal aid of east tennessee offer phone-in free legal advice clinic on may 12
The GEICO Skytypers Air Show Team will take flight during the 2021 Fort Lauderdale Air Show on May 8-9 along the shores of Fort Lauderdale, FL. The squadron of six World War II-era aircraft will

michale fee appointed head of the department of brain and cognitive sciences
Princeton University juniors Ron Miasnik, Joseph Rubin and Raya Ward develop a new platform, Adora, to facilitate college visits for prospective students.

geico skytypers air show team to perform during the 2021 fort lauderdale air show
While the first two days of the 2021 UNICON Directors’ conference concentrated on the supply and demand sides of executive education respectively, Day 3 saw an exploration into new ways of fostering

princeton students' desire to improve campus tours leads to successful start-up company
Igor has worked effectively to stop the fraud, largely because it incorporates a neural network that "learns" new types of fraud over time. By using Igor, PayPal has brought its online fraud rate down

collaboration: new models in executive education
EW will be sharing the first seven chapters of Kathy Wang's new spy thriller 'Impostor Syndrome' on over three installments.

freeman college’s thiago serra receives nsf award to study neural networks
More than 40 major legal challenges have been brought to courts by gig workers across 20 countries, including Australia.
gig economy must be brought into line, for the sake of all workers
Darlington Raceway The Date: Sunday, May 9 The Time: 3:30 p.m. ET TV: FS1, 2 p.m. ET Radio: MRN, SiriusXM NASCAR Radio Distance: 400.2 miles (293 laps); Stage 1 (Ends on Lap 90), Stage 2 (Ends on Lap
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